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Abstract 
Iron is an essential element for nearly all living organisms but is very limited in marine 
environments. Marine bacteria use chelates, called siderophores, to tightly bind Fe(III) and 
release it as Fe(II). In many marine siderophores, the Fe(III) complex is photoactive when an α-
hydroxy acid functional group is present. This dissertation studies the photochemistry of a series 
of AHA chelates. In Chapter 2, the photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complexes of X-Sal-
AHA is studied, including quantum yields and photoproducts. The electron-richness of the 
substituents on the phenolate ring affect the photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complexes. 
Evaluation of the photoproducts provides insight into the photochemistry of siderophores. 
Chapter 3 shows how small changes in the chelate can affect the structure and photochemistry of 
the Fe(III) complexes. New chelates are synthesized and the structure and quantum yields are 
determined. The presence of the AHA is important for the photochemical reaction and the 
number of Fe(III) present within the complex also determines the reactivity. Chapter 4 of this 
dissertation reports the exchange of the methoxy bridge present within the trimeric structure as 
well as the effect of potentially metal-binding groups on the phenolate ring on the structure and 
photochemistry. The presence of the metal-binding groups on the phenolate ring does not affect 
the structure unless a new group with greater metal-binding is formed. With these new metal-
binding groups on the phenolate ring, a guest ion can be incorporated into the Fe(III) complex 
through H-bonding or O2- coordination. 
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 The development of new chelates has been an important element of chemistry for many 
years. Chelates are useful in controlling the properties and reactivity of transition metals for 
applications such as medicine, catalysts, and extraction. Often, new chelates are inspired by 
biological systems. Many metalloenzymes use chelates to bind the metal ions in their active sites, 
as either components of the peptide or as separate biological small molecule chelates. This 
project is inspired by siderophores that are produced by marine bacteria. These siderophores 
tightly bind Fe(III) and reduce and release it through a photochemical mechanism that cleaves 
the siderophore. The chelates developed here introduce these useful properties into small-
molecule metal complexes. 
 Iron’s role in respiration and photosynthesis makes it an essential element for nearly all 
living organisms.  Bacteria use siderophores to sequester iron in iron-limited environments.  
Siderophores are high-affinity iron-specific binding compounds used by the bacteria to obtain 
essential iron.  Due to the high-affinity for iron-binding, the siderophore can bind, transport and 
process iron, allowing the bacteria to gain access to this essential metal. Siderophores have been 
extensively studied and the three common metal-binding functional groups, shown in Figure 1-1, 
have been present in most 
siderophores: hydroxamates, 
catecholates, and α-hydroxy 
acids(AHA)1. The functional 
groups that are present in the 
siderophores affect the 
photochemical reactivity of the siderophore. The hydroxamate functional group is not 
photoactive. The catecholate functional group is photoactive when not bound to iron but not 
                          
  Hydroxamate             Catecholate              α-hydroxy Acid 
Figure 1-1: Different functional groups found in siderophores 
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photoactive when iron is bound. The AHA functional group is not photoactive when not bound 
to iron but is photoactive when Fe(III) is bound.  
Siderophores have a broad amphiphilic spectrum, both within similar siderophore 
families and between different siderophores. Some siderophores are hydrophobic, including 
amphibactins, while others are more hydrophilic, such as the aquachelins2. The more 
hydrophobic siderophores contain fewer amino acids and longer fatty acid chains than the 
hydrophilic siderophores. The biological significance of this variability has not been fully 
investigated.  
There is also diversity with the placement of the AHA group within the siderophore. 
Some siderophores have a citrate motif, designated in Figure 1-2 as an internal AHA, while 
others are based on β-hydroxyaspartate, designated as a 
terminal AHA. The different AHA motifs have been 
reported to produce different photoproducts. Siderophores 
with a citrate motif, such as Aerobactin, undergo a simple 
decarboxylation3. Photolysis of the AHA-to-Fe charge 
transfer band causes ligand oxidation and loss of CO2 along 
with the reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II). The product of this reaction is also capable of binding to 
Fe(III). Siderophores containing a terminal AHA, such as Aquachelin, undergo more extensive 
cleavage4. The product of the photolized Aquachelin shows the loss of the AHA as well as a long 
fatty acid chain (Figure 1-3).  
 
 
Figure 1-2: AHA motifs: β-
hydroxyaspartate (terminal) 
and citrate (internal) 
R
O
OH
OH
H
R
O
OH
OH
R'
"terminal" "internal"
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The different photoproducts that occur from the different motifs brings up the question of 
why some siderophores have evolved to lose the fatty acid chain after photolysis and why some 
have not. Our complexes are less complex than the siderophores but more complex than small, 
all-carboxylate AHA’s like citrate. By studying our AHA complexes, we can learn more about 
the photochemical reaction that occurs and learn more about the biological significance of the 
different motifs. 
The overall goal of this project is to synthesize new chelates to allow for the in situ 
release of transition metals on demand by a light stimulus. We have created a series of α-hydroxy 
acid-containing chelates and correlated aspects of these chelates to the metal-binding ability and 
photochemical properties. By adjusting the chelate design the photo-responsiveness of the 
chelates can be varied if the different aspects of the chelate that affect photochemistry are 
known. 
   
         
Figure 1-3: Photolysis reaction of Aquachelin4. (Figure adapted from reference 4) 
hν + Fe
2+ 
+ 
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One strategy to tightly bind transition metals and release them on demand uses chelates 
called photocages. A photocage is a photoactive protecting group which “cages” the target 
molecule. The photocage renders the analyte inert until activity is initiated with light5 and the 
caged ion is released. In many cases, the photocage is used to understand biological processes by 
using light to introduced well-defined concentrations of metal ions into the systems6.  Most 
photocages use an o-nitrophenyl functional group as the photoactive protecting group. The        
o-nitrophenyl group reacts when irradiated with light causing a chain reaction that releases the 
transition metal from the “cage” (Figure 1-4). Light-activated cages were first used to bind Ca2+ 
when Kaplan et. al used an EDTA molecule with a nitrophenyl backbone to “cage” the Ca2+.7 
The “caged” Ca2+ was released upon irradiation. The nitrophenyl-based cage is also photoactive 
when not bound to a transition metal. Since the synthesis of the first photocage, several different 
photocages have been made that are capable of binding different transition metals. New 
photocages capable of binding biologically 
important transition metals, such as Zn2+, 
Cu2+, and Fe2+ have since been developed.6,8 ,11 
Burdette et. al have synthesized nitrobenzyl-
based cage complexes, called ZinCleav-1 and 
ZinCleav-2, capable of binding Zn2+ and 
                                  
Figure 1-4: Uncaging mechanism using the nitrophenyl group6 
 
                        
hν 
+    XH 
   
Figure 1-5: Structure of ZinCleav-1 photocage6 
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releasing the metal upon irradiation (Figure 1-5). ZinCleav-1 is a chelating ligand with four 
donor groups that fractures into two fragments with two donor atoms each upon exposure to 
light9. Using ZinCleav-1, the amount of free Zn2+ can be monitored and allow for a better 
understanding of biological functions.  
Another photocage was synthesized to selectively cage copper10. Copper is an essential 
cofactor in many enzymes but can also be toxic due to its ability to promote the formation of 
reactive oxygen species. Cells are capable of acquiring, maintaining, and using copper while 
suppressing the toxicity10. The photocage allows for the control of copper release to understand 
this Cu homeostasis. This understanding will have important ramifications for health and disease. 
Like the zinc photocage, the caged copper complex contains a photoactive nitrophenyl group 
incorporated into a nitrogen-rich bispyridylamide ligand. Irradiation of the photocage with UV 
light uncages the copper by cleaving the ligand backbone and releasing photoproducts that have 
a reduced affinity for Cu2+ (Figure 1-6). 
Photocages provide one strategy used to bind a transition metal and release the metal 
upon irradiation with light. Marine siderophores inspire another strategy capable of this by using 
specific functional groups to make the siderophore photoactive. One disadvantage in using 
photocages is the ligand is photoactive even when not bound to a metal. AHA-containing 
siderophores are only photoactive when bound to Fe(III). Synthetic chelates that mimic this 
                        
Figure 1-6: Mechanism for H2cage binding Cu2+ and release after irradiation with light10 
 
Cu2+ hν 
+ +  Cu 
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property would have the advantage of preventing the ligand from reacting in the absence of its 
target metal. 
This lab has successfully synthesized a series of chelates that contain a salicylidene 
moiety containing an imine and a phenolate group and a terminal α-hydroxy acid moiety (Figure 
1-7). The purpose of this series of chelates was initially to determine whether chelates containing 
an α-hydroxy acid group are capable 
of binding Fe(III) and releasing it as 
Fe(II) when irradiated with light. The 
different derivatives of this series of 
chelates also allows for the study of 
the effect of the electron-richness of 
the ancillary substituents on the photochemistry of the complexes. The variability of the electron-
richness comes from the electron-withdrawing or –donating groups on the phenolate ring.  
When complexed with Fe(III), the chelate forms a trimeric structure with three Fe(III) 
and three chelates with a bridging methoxy group11. The structure forms a “basket” shape with 
the three Fe(III) forming the base and the chelates folding upward (Figure 1-8). The methoxy 
group sits in the center of the “basket” and bridges the three Fe. The methoxy anion forms the 
fourth oxygen group of an Fe3O4 iron-oxo cubane core with one corner missing. A crystal 
structure of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- was obtained. Electrospray Ionization Mass 
Spectra of the other derivatives show the presence of the same trimeric structure. Most of the 
Fe(III) complexes with the X-Sal-AHA derivatives showed a feature in the mass spectra 
 
Figure 1-7: General structure of X-Sal-AHA chelates.11 
Five derivatives were synthesized: X = H, Y = NO2; X = 
Y = Cl; X = Y= H; X = OCH3, Y = H; X = Y = tert-Bu 
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corresponding to [Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. The mass spectrum of the 3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA 
derivative has a feature that represents [Fe3(3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA)3(OH)]
-. 
 
 
Top view       Side view 
 
Line Drawing 
 
Figure 1-8: Crystal structure of the Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA11 
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The different X-Sal-AHA derivatives differed only in the electron richness of the 
substituents on the phenolate ring allowing for the study of the effects of the electron donor 
ability of the ancillary functional groups on the photochemistry. The photolysis reaction of the 
Fe(III) complexes can be observed either through the production of Fe(II) or through the 
cleavage of the ligand. The photochemistry of the Fe(III) complex of the X-Sal-AHA derivatives 
correlates with the Hammett parameter for the electron donating ability for the different 
derivatives.11  
Chapter 2 of this dissertation shows how the new chelates react under different 
wavelengths of light. It demonstrates the effect of electron-withdrawing and electron-donating 
phenolate substituents on the photochemical reactivity of the complexes. Sayre et. al used 
sunlight to irradiate the complexes, which extends over a wide range of wavelengths. Chapter 2 
expands on this work by further characterizing the photochemical reaction through the 
calculation of the quantum yields for more restricted wavelength ranges. The Fe(III) complexes 
of the X-Sal-AHA derivatives are shown to react at different rates depending on whether they are 
irradiated with UV or Visible light. 
Chapter 2 also probes the photochemical reaction mechanism that occurs when [Fe3(3,5-
diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- is irradiated with light in great detail. The photoproducts due to 
irradiation under both anaerobic and aerobic environments are examined. The series of reactions 
leading to different photoproducts for these complexes are also shown. These results give us 
insight into why the natural marine siderophores have different photolysis products, depending 
on whether they contain a citrate-based AHA or a β-hydroxyaspartate-based AHA.  
Beyond understanding how the X-Sal-AHA chelates complex with Fe(III) and react in 
light, correlating the modification of different aspects of the chelate to structure and 
 10 
 
photochemistry is studied. Chapter 3 demonstrates how several small chelate changes in the 3,5-
diCl-Sal-AHA chelate affect the structure and photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complex. 
The modifications of interest in this chapter focus on the AHA and carbon chain backbone of the 
chelate. The first change adds an extra methyl group on the carbon between the phenolate and 
the imine. The second chelate change shifts the α-hydroxy group to the β-carbon. The third 
change shortens the carbon chain between the phenolate and the AHA to three carbons. Finally, a 
chelate with no α-hydroxy group and one fewer carbon between the chelate and the carboxylate 
is examined. This chelate is an intermediate found in the photochemical reaction sequence 
described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 indicates which aspects of the chelate are important in the 
formation of the trimeric structure of [Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- and the photochemical 
reactivity of the complex. Knowing which aspects affect the structure and photochemical 
reactivity will allow for rational design of chelates for specific applications and photochemical 
response. 
Chapter 4 of this dissertation continues to study the effect of changes to the complex on 
the structure and photochemistry of the Fe(III) complexes. This chapter investigates the 
exchange of the bridging methoxy group as well as putting potentially coordinating groups on 
the ancillary phenolate ring. In the original salicylidene series, -OCH3 was the bridging group for 
most of the derivatives and –OH was the bridge in the 3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA derivative. This 
suggested that the methoxy bridge could be exchanged for an –OH. The ability to exchange the 
bridging molecule with new groups is investigated in this dissertation. New chelates that contain 
a second hydroxyl group on the phenolate ring are synthesized to examine the effect of 
potentially coordinating groups on the ancillary phenolate group on the structure and 
photochemistry. The position of the second hydroxyl group is shifted to determine whether the 
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small change will affect the structure of the Fe(III) complex. The presence of additional 
coordinating groups in the Fe(III) complex could lead to incorporating guest ions. The trimeric 
structure formed by [Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- contains a cavity capable of incorporating a 
guest ion. 
 The work described in this dissertation will lead to a better understanding of how Fe(III) 
complexes of the AHA chelates react when irradiated in light. Insight into the photolysis reaction 
the chelates undergo will help make further adjustments in the design of chelates for specific 
applications. The results described in this dissertation solidify our understanding of the 
photochemical reactions of AHA-containing Fe(III) complexes and start the project in new 
directions. Together, the outcomes presented in this dissertation lay the groundwork for further 
modifications of the chelate to specific applications.  
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Chapter 2: Photochemistry of  
[Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(μ-OCH3)]-: Photoproducts 
and Quantum Yield 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The ability to tightly bind and release metals on demand has many useful applications, 
including catalysis and medicine. In nature, bacteria use siderophores to sequester iron in iron-
limited environments. Siderophores are high-affinity iron-specific binding compounds and can 
bind, transport, and release the iron to the bacteria. Three iron-binding functional groups that are 
present in siderophores are hydroxamates, cathecolates, and α-hydroxy acids.1 Those with only 
hydroxamate groups are not photoactive. The presence of cathecolates renders the siderophore 
photoactive in the absence of iron, but binding to iron quenches the photochemical reactivity. 
The α-hydroxy acid (AHA) functional group is not photoactive on its own but is photoactive 
when complexed to iron. Two different types of AHA groups have been discovered in natural 
siderophores: a citrate motif1, which includes an internal AHA, and a β-hydroxyaspartate motif2, 
which includes a terminal AHA. The photolysis products have been determined for several 
siderophores. In marine siderophores with an AHA group, iron is released to the bacteria through 
photo-reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) and cleavage of the siderophore. The two different AHA 
motifs present in siderophores yield different photoproducts.  Siderophores with an internal AHA 
undergo a simple decarboxylation, while those with a terminal AHA are more extensively 
cleaved.  In amphiphilic siderophores, this more extensive cleavage often results in the loss of a 
hydrophobic tail, which likely has biological implications. It is unclear why some siderophores 
have evolved to undergo a simple decarboxylation while others lose a larger fragment of the 
siderophore. 
We have synthesized AHA-containing chelates that are capable of tightly binding Fe(III), 
and releasing the reduced iron, Fe(II), after irradiation with light.  These new complexes have an 
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AHA moiety associated with a salicylidene moiety and have been designated X-Sal-AHA, where 
X=5-NO2, 3,5-diCl, 3,5-ditBu, 3-OCH3, and all-H.  These different derivatives are distinguished 
by the different substituents on the phenolate ring. Through X-ray crystallography and 
Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS), we have confirmed that reaction of these 
ligands with Fe(III) forms a trimeric cluster, [Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(μ-OCH3)]- (Figure 1-8).3 
Knowing the products formed after irradiation will be very important in some potential 
applications.  Additionally, understanding the photochemical mechanism of these complexes will 
be helpful in interpreting the structure-based differences in the photolysis reactions of natural 
siderophores. The environment in which the reaction takes place has an effect on the 
photoproducts of the complex.  In order to fully understand the mechanism, we studied the 
reaction under a variety of conditions. Among these are the presence or absence of air, 
irradiation at different points in the reaction, and the availability of iron in its Fe(III) oxidation 
state at different steps. These experiments have allowed us to determine a detailed reaction 
sequence and to determine the dependence of each step in the sequence on O2, light, and Fe(III). 
The quantum yield is the number of times a specific event occurs per photon absorbed by 
the system. For our complexes, the event could be defined in two ways. The iron is reduced from 
Fe(III) to Fe(II) and the ligand is cleaved during the photoreaction. The reduction of Fe(III) and 
the cleavage of the ligand are two possible determinations of one photochemical event. The 
quantum yield for the complexes were determined through two methods. The first method 
monitored the production of Fe(II). During photolysis, Fe(III) is reduced to Fe(II) and released 
when the ligand is cleaved. Using the iron chelator bathophenanthroline disulfonic acid (BPDS), 
the concentration of Fe(II) produced could be monitored. Fe(BPDS)3
-4 has a strong absorbance at 
535nm in UV/Vis spectroscopy and the absorbance was used to calculate the concentration of 
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Fe(II) produced. The second method monitored the loss of the CD signal corresponding to the 
chiral center in the ligand. The ratio of the quantum yields determined through these methods is 
consistent with the ratio of Fe(III) reduction to ligand oxidation when the reaction is complete. 
Fe2(citrate)2 requires two iron in order for a photoreaction to occur but siderophores react with 
only one iron present. However, siderophores react with only one iron present, suggesting the 
photochemical reaction can occur with only one iron. Determining the ratio of Fe(III) reduction 
to ligand oxidation will allow for the comparison of the quantum yields obtained through the 
different methods. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 
 
General Procedures and Instrumentation-  All chemicals and solvents were used as 
received from Fischer/Acros unless otherwise described.  The samples were irradiated using a 
“merry-go-round” type sample holder for a Luzchem LZC 4V photoreactor using UVA, UVB, 
LZC-420, and Visible lamps. UV/visible absorption spectra were obtained using a Spectral 
Instruments, Inc. Model 420 spectrophotometer, using either a fiber optic dip probe with 1 cm 
path length or a cuvette accessory with a 1 cm quartz cuvette.  Circular Dichroism measurements 
were obtained using a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter.  
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Synthesis of X-Sal-AHA3 
 
X-Sal-AHA Ligands3- All five salicylidene ligands were prepared similarly. The 
synthesis for 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA is given, with differences in syntheses of other derivatives noted. 
0.35 g (3 mmol) of (S)-(-)-4-amino-2-hydroxybutyric acid was dissolved in 5 mL of distilled 
water. 0.25 g (3 mmol) of NaHCO3 and 0.18 g (3 mmol) of NaCl were added to the stirring 
solution. Separately, 0.57 g (3 mmol) of 3,5-dichlorosalicylaldehyde was dissolved in 65 mL of 
methanol and added dropwise to the solution. (For other derivatives, the amount of methanol 
necessary to dissolve the salicylaldehyde derivative varied. Unsubstituted salicylaldehyde is a 
liquid and was added neat.) The solution turned from colorless to bright yellow and was stirred, 
covered, overnight. The solvent was then removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting solid was 
extracted with methanol, filtered to remove residual salts, and the methanol removed by rotary 
evaporation. Additional purification was done by using the density difference between the 
complex and remaining impurities as follows. The sample was suspended in a mixture of hexane 
and dibromoethane adjusted to the density of the solid product. Any impurities either sank or 
floated to the surface of the solution depending on whether they were more or less dense than the 
desired product. The impurities were removed and the product was air dried after gravity 
filtration. 
 
Fe(III) Complexes of X-Sal-AHA ligands3- The Fe(III) complexes of the five X-Sal-
AHA ligand derivatives were prepared similarly. The synthesis of Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-
OCH3) is given: 0.16 g (0.5 mmol) of NaH2(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA) was dissolved in 30 mL of 
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methanol. 0.083 g    (1 mmol) of NaHCO3 was added to the stirring solution. A slurry of 0.12 g 
Fe2(SO4)3•xH2O (0.25 mmol) in 30 mL of methanol was added to the stirring ligand solution. 
The solution changed slowly from yellow to red-orange (or purple, depending on the derivative). 
The solution was stirred overnight, wrapped in foil to prevent light exposure. Solvent was 
removed by rotary evaporation. The product was recrystallized by slow evaporation of methanol 
in the dark. The resulting sample was suspended in a mixture of hexane and dibromoethane, as 
described above to separate out any remaining salts. The resulting product was air dried after 
gravity filtration. 
  
N-(3,5-dichlorosalicylidene-β-alanine)(L’) was prepared by dissolving 3 mmol β-
alanine in water and adding 3 mmol NaHCO3 and 3 mmol NaCl.  Separately, 3 mmol 3,5-
dichlorosalicylaldehyde was dissolved in methanol.  The 3,5-dichlorosalicylaldehyde solution 
was added, dropwise, to the β-alanine solution while stirring.  The resulting solution was covered 
and left to stir overnight.  The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the resulting solid 
was extracted with methanol, the undissolved salts filtered by vacuum filtration, and the 
methanol removed by rotary evaporation. The remaining salts were removed by suspending the 
sample in a mixture of dibromoethane and hexane. The difference in density of the salts and the 
ligand would separate the sample. The salts were removed and the resulting product was dried by 
gravity filtration. 
  
Fe(III) complex of N-(3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine) (FeL’2): 0.13 g (0.5 mmol) of N-
salicylidene-β-alanine were dissolved in 30 mL methanol.  0.083 g (1 mmol) NaHCO3 were 
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added to the stirring solution. Separately, 0.12 g Fe2(SO4)3·xH2O was added to 30 mL methanol 
then added to the stirring β-alanine solution, covered, and left to stir overnight.  Solvent was 
removed by rotary evaporation.  The resulting solid was redissolved in methanol, the undissolved 
salt removed by vacuum filtration, and the remaining methanol was removed by rotary 
evaporation.  The product was then suspended in a mixture of hexane/dibromoethane adjusted to 
the density of the solid.  Any salts and other impurities sank or floated to the top of the solution 
and were removed. 
 
Preparation of Samples for Determination of Metal:Chelate Ratio- A 0.3mM 
methanol solution of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- was prepared in a glove box with an 
Ar atmosphere. An aliquot was taken and diluted by 8 fold in methanol. The remaining sample 
was transferred to a borosilicate 4D vial, closed tightly, and placed in the photoreactor. The 
sample was irradiated for 2 hr under UVA light, then returned to the glove box. A second aliquot 
was taken and similarly diluted. The solution was removed from the glove box, opened to the air, 
and left to sit overnight. A third aliquot was taken and similarly diluted. The remaining sample 
was irradiated for another 2 hr under UVA lamps. The final sample was similarly diluted. A CD 
spectrum was obtained for each aliquot. 
 
Photoproducts- A 40µM sample of Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3) was prepared in 
the glove box.  An aliquot was taken and set aside and the remaining sample was closed tightly 
and placed in the photoreactor under UVA lights for 2 hours.  The sample was returned to the 
glove box and a second aliquot was taken. The complex was removed from the glove box and 
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opened to the air.  It was left open to the air, in the dark, overnight. A third aliquot was taken for 
the open sample. The remaining aerobic sample was placed in the glove box with UVA lamps 
for 2 hours and a final aliquot was taken. ESI-mass spectra were obtained for all samples. 
 
Quantum Yield- Lamp intensity was determined using a 0.6 mM solution of 
K3[Fe(oxalate)3] as an actinomter
4,5. 5 mL of a 6 µM potassium ferrioxalate solution was 
transferred to 5 separate vials. The vials were placed in the photoreactor with UVA, UVB, or 
LZC-420 lamps for 1, 3, 7, 15, and 30 sec. 4 mL of the irradiated samples were transferred to 
separate vials. 2 mL of 0.1% phenanthroline and 2 mL of sodium acetate buffer were added to 
each vial. Each vial were diluted to 20 mL with distilled water and left to sit for ½ hr in the dark. 
UV/Vis spectroscopy was done for each sample. 
 The intensity was calculated using the following formula: 𝐼 = [𝐹𝑒2+] × 𝑁𝐴/(𝛷𝜆 × 𝛥𝑡) 
where NA is Avogadro’s number, Φλ is the quantum yield of K3[Fe(oxalate)3] in the wavelength 
range of interest, and Δt is the time at 1, 3, 7, 15, and 30s.  
Quantum yields were determined by monitoring either Fe reduction or ligand cleavage at 
various time points. The sample absorbance in the spectral region of interest was >0.90 so >90% 
of the photons are absorbed. When monitoring Fe reduction, samples were prepared in the glove 
box to prevent reoxidation of the iron. A 3 mM solution of bathophenanthroline disulfonic acid 
(BPDS) was prepared in the glove box. 0.3 mM samples of each of the X-Sal-AHA complexes 
were prepared to determine quantum yield.  The reaction for X=3,5-diCl is given:  0.0080 g 
Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3) was transferred to a 25 mL volumetric flask and placed in the 
glove box.  The flask was filled to the mark with methanol.  25 mL of X=3,5-diCl and 25 mL 
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BPDS solution were mixed.  1 mL of the mixed solution was transferred to 9 separate vials and 
closed tightly.  Each vial was transferred to the photoreactor with UVB (300 nm), UVA (350 
nm), or LZC-420 (420 nm) lamps and irradiated for 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 30, and 60 min. The 
vials were returned to the glove box and diluted by a factor of 8 fold to 37.5 µM.  Iron reduction 
was monitored by determining the concentration of Fe(II)(BPDS)3
4- in the irradiated solutions. 
Fe(II)(BPDS)3
4- absorbs intensely with a maximum at 535nm. The molar absorptivity of 
Fe(II)(BPDS)3
4- was determined independently as ε= 20,500 M-1 cm-1 in methanol, which lies 
between the values found in literature (ε= 19270 M-1 cm-1 and ε= 22140 M-1 cm-1)4,6 .  The 
quantum yield for the Fe reduction was determined using the equation 𝛷𝐹𝑒 = [𝐹𝑒
2+] × 𝑁𝐴/(𝐼 ×
𝛥𝑡(𝑠)), where [Fe2+] is the concentration of Fe(II) determined from the UV/Vis signal at 535nm, 
NA is Avogadro’s number, I is the intensity of the lamp, and Δt(s) is the difference in time in 
seconds. 
Ligand cleavage was monitored using circular dichroism spectroscopy. The chiral center 
at the α-carbon of the complex is cleaved during the reaction. The loss of the chiral center is 
monitored as a decrease in CD intensity.  Samples were prepared aerobically to allow for 
reoxidation of Fe(II) and reformation of the complex and provide CD intensity that accurately 
corresponds to the original Fe(III) complex of the intact ligand.   A 0.3 mM solution of Fe3(3,5-
diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3) was prepared. 1 mL of the solution was transferred to each of 9 
separate vials. Each vial was placed in the photoreactor with UVB, UVA, or LZC-420 lamps for 
0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 30, and 60 min. The irradiated samples were diluted by a factor of 8 fold to 
37.5µM and a CD spectrum was obtained for each sample. Quantum yield for the ligand 
cleavage was calculated using the formula: 𝛷𝐿 = [𝐿] × 𝑁𝐴/(𝐼 × 𝛥𝑡(𝑠)), where [L] is the 
decrease in concentration of the chiral ligand determined from the loss of signal in the CD. 
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Three trials were run for each ligand under each lamp. The quantum yield was calculated 
using three data points from each trial. The average quantum yield for each trial was determine 
through the three data points. These averages were then used to calculate the average quantum 
yield over three trials. Using this average, the percent error between trials was determined.  
 
Preparation of Stock Solutions for Quantum Yield Measurements 
 
Synthesis K3[Fe(oxalate)3]-  27.6 g of potassium oxalate was dissolved in 100 mL of 
distilled water. Separately, 20.3 g of ferric chloride was dissolved in 50 mL of distilled water. 
Three volumes of the potassium oxalate solution was mixed with one volume of the ferric 
chloride solution and stirred. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting solid 
was recrystallized 3 times from warm water.  
 
K3[Fe(oxalate)3] solution - 0.30 g of the potassium ferrioxalate was dissolved in 80 mL 
of distilled water. 10 mL of 0.1N H2SO4 was added to the solution and the solution was diluted 
to 100 mL. 
 
Sodium Acetate Buffer- 13.6 g of NaC2H2O2•3H2O was dissolved in 100 mL of distilled 
water. 60 mL of the sodium acetate solution was transferred to a 100 mL volumetric flask. 36 
mL of 1.0N H2SO4 was added to the solution and then diluted to 100 mL. 
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0.1% o-phenanthroline- 0.1 g of o-phenanthroline was dissolved in 100 mL of distilled 
water. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
 Photolysis: UV vs. Vis: Samples of the Fe(III) complex of each X-Sal-AHA derivative 
were irradiated with several narrow wavelength ranges. This showed that the Sal-AHA 
complexes were photoactive in the UV range of light but not significantly so in visible light. As 
shown in Figures 2-1 to 2-3, the absorbance at 535 nm after irradiation of the different 
derivatives follows the previously obtained data. Figures 2-4 to 2-6 also show very little to no 
photochemical reaction in the visible range.  As the wavelength increases from UV to visible 
range, the photochemical response drops significantly and disappears after 540 nm.  Figures 2-7 
to 2-11 compare the photolysis reaction of the Fe(III) complexes of X-Sal-AHA under the 
different wavelength ranges. 
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Figure 2-1: UV/Vis of X-Sal-AHA derivatives after irradiation under UVB light 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2: UV/Vis of X-Sal-AHA derivatives after irradiation under UVA light 
 
 
Figure 2-3: UV/Vis of X-Sal-AHA derivatives after irradiation under LZC-420 light 
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Figure 2-4: UV/Vis of X-Sal-AHA derivatives after irraditation under Fluorescent lights 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: UV/Vis of X-Sal-AHA derivatives after irradiation under Fluorescent lights with 
Amber Sleeves 
 
  
Figure 2-6: UV/Vis of X-Sal-AHA derivatives after irradiation under Fluorescent lights with 
Red Sleeves 
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Figure 2-7: UV/Vis of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA after irradiation 
 
 
Figure 2-8: UV/Vis of 5-NO2-Sal-AHA after irradiation 
 
                   
 
Figure 2-9: UV/Vis of H-Sal-AHA after irradiation 
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Figure 2-10: UV/Vis of 3-OCH3-Sal-AHA after irradiation 
 
  
Figure 2-11: UV/Vis of 3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA after irradiation 
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Photolysis Products: Irradiation of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- by UV light for 60 
min under anaerobic conditions results in the loss of the mass spectrum signal at m/z = 1065 that 
corresponds to the trimeric cluster. A new signal appears in at m/z = 244 which corresponds to a 
loss of 44 units from the intact 3,5-diCl-AHA chelate. This is consistent with a decarboxylation 
of the AHA moiety to produce an aldehyde with one fewer carbon atom. Further irradiation in 
the absence of oxygen yields no further change. To test whether this product at m/z = 244 
behaves like an aldehyde, propylamine was added to the solution of the anaerobic photolysis 
product. The expected product would include the propylamine undergoing a Schiff base reaction 
with the aldehyde. This product would appear at m/z=287 (Figure 2-12 (1)). While this feature is 
not observed new features did appear at m/z = 114 and 232. These features correspond to the 
products of a Schiff base reaction of propylamine with 3-aminopropionaldehyde and 3,5-diCl-
salicylaldehyde respectively (Figure 2-12 (2)). The presence of the 3-aminopropionaldehyde is 
the result of displacement from the 3,5-diCl-salicylaldehyde by the propylamine.  
Figure 2-12: Reaction Sequence for Schiff Base Reaction with Intermediate Aldehyde 
                                                                   
(1) 
 
         Expected Product 
      m/z=287 
         
(2)                          
     Actual Product 
m/z = 232       m/z = 114 
 
+     
+ 
 
+ 
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 Irradiation of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- prepared under similar conditions, 
except with the presence of air, does not not yield the m/z=244 feature in the mass spectrum. The 
main product observed by ESI-MS under aerobic conditions occurs at m/z=216 and corresponds 
to a loss of 72 mass units from 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA, or a further 28 mass units from the aldehyde 
product. To determine the conditions under which irradiation resulted in the aldehyde or the 
more extensive cleavage, a series of experiments testing the effect of air, iron, and light was 
undertaken. When the environment prevents air oxidation of the aldehyde, the major product is 
the aldehyde at m/z=244 (Figure 2-13). In contrast, the major product for irradiation under 
aerobic conditions is m/z=216 (Figure 2-15). When the complex is irradiated under anaerobic 
conditions, then opened to the air in the dark, new products appear at m/z=575 and 732 (Figure 
2-14). The m/z = 575 feature represents an Fe complex containing two oxidized aldehyde and 
one Fe. The m/z = 732 corresponds to a Fe complex that contains one Fe, one oxidized aldehyde, 
two 3,5-dichlorosalicylaldehyde, and two water.  From these data, a reaction sequence for the 
photolysis of the complex has been suggested.  
 
Figure 2-13: Negative ion ESI-MS of photolysis product after anaerobic irradiation 
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Figure 2-14: Negative ion ESI-MS of photolysis product after opening anaerobic product to 
air 
 
Figure 2-15: Negative ion ESI-MS of photolysis product after aerobic irradiation 
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In order to test whether irradiation of a 3-carbon carboxylate intermediate , corresponding 
to the m/z = 575 feature, would result in the final observed product, a new compound was 
synthesized. The mass spectrum of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine (L’) with Fe(III) produces a feature at 
m/z = 575, corresponding to FeL’2. This corresponds to the feature observed in Figure 2-15. 
Irradiation of this complex in an aerobic environment shows a new feature at m/z=216, similar to 
the final photolysis product. 
 
Metal:Chelate Ratios in Photolysis Reaction: Upon irradiation of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
-, the Fe(III) is reduced to Fe(II) and the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA ligand is cleaved. 
This reaction can be monitored by observing the production of Fe(II) or the cleavage of the 
ligand. Using BPDS, the production of Fe(II) can be monitored spectrophotometrically.  When 
coordinated to Fe(II), Fe(BPDS)3
4- shows an intense absorption at 535nm.  The 3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA chelate is chiral at the α-carbon, so it shows a strong circular dichroism(CD) signal. When 
irradiated, the chiral center is cleaved, which results in a loss of the CD signal. By monitoring the 
decrease in CD signal, the amount of chelate that is cleaved can be determined. Previous studies 
showed that under aerobic conditions, the CD signal disappears entirely, while under anaerobic 
conditions, some CD signal remains.3 This suggests that, under anaerobic conditions, some of the 
chelate is left intact once all of the Fe(III) is reduced. The ratio was determine for anaerobic 
irradiation of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
-, so only one photolysis event occurred. In an 
aerobic environment, any free Fe(II) could be reoxidized to Fe(III), which would reform the 
complex with any leftover intact ligand. One photolysis event is defined as Fe(III) being reduced 
to Fe(II) with the ligand being cleaved. The anaerobic environment prevented the re-oxidation of 
Fe(II) to Fe(III). This avoided the reformation of the complex with any ligand that was not 
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cleaved and the re-oxidized Fe(III). After 60min of irradiation under UVA lamps, ~90% of 
Fe(III) is reduced to Fe(II) while a CD spectrum that is different from the original spectrum 
remains (Figure 2-16). The remaining CD spectrum appears similar to the spectrum of a solution 
of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA mixed with Fe(II)(NO3)2. When the sample (without BPDS) is opened to 
the air overnight, in the dark, some CD signal returns. This is due to the Fe(II) re-oxidizing to 
Fe(III) and the cluster reforming with any remaining chelate. Looking at the difference in signals 
for the irradiated anaerobic sample and the non-irradiated aerobic sample, we can calculate the 
amount of ligand that is intact. The CD signal after re-oxidizing the Fe corresponds to 53% of the 
chelate remaining intact, or 47% chelate cleavage. This is consistent with a 2:1 ratio of iron 
reduction to ligand cleavage. 
  
 
 
Figure 2-16: CD spectra of Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3) before anaerobic 
irradiation (purple), after anaerobic irradiation (green), after open to air but before 
further irradiation (red), and after open to air after irradiation (black) 
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Quantum Yields: The quantum yields for the complexes were determined through two 
methods. The first method monitored the production of Fe(II). The production of Fe(II) was 
monitored using UV/Vis spectrometry. The second method monitored the loss of the chiral 
center in the ligand. Using circular dichroism, the loss of the chiral center can be monitored 
through the loss of the signal. The quantum yield (Φ) is defined as equal to the quantum yield 
determined through ligand cleavage (ΦL) or ½ the quantum yield determined through production 
of Fe(II) (ΦFe). The percent quantum yield for each X-Sal-AHA derivative was calculated 
through the two methods and the average %ϕ was determined (Table 1). 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 Iron(III) citrate forms a dimer with two Fe(III) and two citrates.7 When irradiated with 
light, two Fe(III) are reduced. Further study showed that iron(III) citrate requires two Fe(III) in 
order to react in light6. However, AHA containing siderophores only have one Fe(III) present to 
be reduced and presumably react with a 1:1 ratio. The reaction ratio for our complexes were 
determined in two ways: through spectroscopic monitoring of Fe(II) and chiral center loss with 
Table 1-Quantum Yields of [Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(OCH3)]- 
aΦ is the average of the values for ΦL and ½ ΦFe , given in % yield. 
  UVB UVA LZC-420 
X Fe L  Fe L  Fe L 
5-NO2  30±0.6 10±1 13 30±0.3 12±0.6 14 16±1 6±2 7 
3,5-diCl  20±2 10±2 10 19±2 8±2 9 6±1 2±0.1 3 
all-H 9±2 6±1 5 8±2 5±0.4 4 4±0.4 2±0.4 3 
3-OCH3 12±0.3 6±1 6 10±1 6±1 6 5±1 2±0.2 2 
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exhaustive irradiation and through determination of the quantum yield by Fe(III) reduction vs. 
chelate cleavage. Comparing the amount of Fe(II) produced to the chelate cleavage that occurs 
upon irradiation under UV light demonstrates a ratio of 2:1 for metal reduction to chelate loss. 
This is consistent with a pair of one-electron reductions of Fe(III) to Fe(II) corresponding to a 
single two-electron oxidative decarboxylation of the AHA moiety, as seen in the photolysis 
reaction of iron(III) citrate. Conversely, a mixed FeGa experiment showed that photolysis 
occurred when only one Fe(III) was present, as seen in siderophores8. This suggests that the 
reaction prefers to reduce two Fe(III) for every ligand cleaved, but can use a secondary oxidizing 
equivalent from elsewhere if it is necessary. 
 Quantum yields were determined for the photolysis of several members of the [Fe3(X-
Sal-AHA)3(OCH3)]
- series by monitoring the production of Fe(II) (ϕFe) and the loss of the AHA 
chiral center (ϕL) at the initial stage of the reaction. The quantum yields based on the production 
of Fe(II) were twice those of the quantum yields based on the loss of the chelate. This 2:1 ratio of 
ϕFe:ϕL is consistent with the ratio determined by measuring the amount of Fe(II) produced and 
intact AHA remaining after complete photolysis.  
 Exhaustive photolysis of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- appears to produce 
different products depending on the presence or absence of air. In the absence of air, a single 
decarboxylation of the AHA occurs and an aldehyde product remains. When O2 is present, a 
further reaction occurs. However, the reaction under either condition proceeds through the 
decarboxylation of the AHA moiety to produce an aldehyde. In the air, the aldehyde is oxidized 
to a carboxylic acid which undergoes a second decarboxylation when irradiated with UV light. 
Laser flash photolysis of other Fe-carboxylate complexes shows a ligand-to-Fe(III) charge 
transfer9 that is likely the cause of the initial decarboxylation. An electron transfer from the 
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radical produced by the initial photochemical event to a second Fe(III) in the cluster results in the 
release of CO2 to form the aldehyde. In the absence of a second Fe(III), the radical can react with 
a solvent molecule. 
While the mass spectrum suggests that an aldehyde is produced under anaerobic 
irradiation, it is not conclusive evidence of the structure or presence of the aldehyde. To confirm 
the presence of the aldehyde, a Schiff base reaction was done using propylamine. Although the 
Schiff base corresponding to the reaction of the propylamine to the aldehyde product was not 
present, two new products consisting of the displacement of 3-aminopropionaldehyde from the 
salicylidene linkage by propylamine was observed. One is the Schiff base resulting from reaction 
of propylamine with the salicylidene fragment, and the other is the Schiff base resulting from 
reaction of the propylamine with the 3-aminopropionaldehyde fragment. While not the most 
straightforward result of the reaction of the amine with the aldehyde, these compounds 
demonstrate the formation of the proposed aldehyde as the photoproduct. 
 When exposed to air without further irradiation, B is oxidized to C (Figure 2-17). When 
an iron chelator, such as BPDS, is present to inhibit re-oxidation of the Fe(II) to Fe(III), less 
oxidation of the aldehyde product is observed. These observations show that the oxidation of the 
aldehyde is dependent on O2 and Fe(III) but does not need light. The final reaction step is light 
driven as well as needing Fe(III) to continue the reaction. When C was irradiated without Fe(III) 
present, no reaction occurred. Addition of Fe(III) produced a FeL2 complex which, when 
irradiated with light, underwent a decarboxylation and produced the final product, D, in Scheme 
1. 
 Comparing the anaerobic and aerobic photolysis products of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- has possible implications for the differences observed in marine siderophores 
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with different AHA frameworks. Two different AHA frameworks have been found: a citrate 
based AHA and a β-hydroxyaspartate based AHA. These two types of α-hydroxy acid based 
siderophores have different photoproducts. The results found during these experiments suggest 
that the difference in photoreaction is not due to a difference in initial photochemical and  
 
chemical steps. Instead, the differences likely stem from the ability of the initial photoproduct to 
be oxidized in the presence of iron. The citrate AHA produces a ketone after the initial 
decarboxylation, which resists air oxidation, and the resulting second decarboxylation. The β-
hydroxyaspartate AHA produces an aldehyde after the initial decarboxylation, which allows for 
the air oxidation of the aldehyde to a carboxylate that can undergo further photoreaction. In our 
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- 
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Figure 2-17: Reaction sequence for [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
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complexes, the further photoreaction only occurs when the aldehyde product is oxidized to a 
carboxylate and then irradiated to allow for the decarboxylation. The β-hydroxyaspartate-based 
AHA siderophores do form the aldehyde intermediate, which allows for the further 
photoreaction. The data reported here provide a significant insight into the chemical basis for the 
difference in photolysis products for the citrate-based and β-hydroxyaspartate based marine 
siderophores. 
 This chapter has shown the photochemical reactivity of the X-Sal-AHA complexes 
through quantum yields and photolysis products. The quantum yields show that the electron-
withdrawing or electron-donating ability of the substituents on the phenolate ring affect the 
photochemical reactivity of the complexes. The more electron-withdrawing groups are more 
photoactive than the electron-donating groups. A reaction sequence of the photoreaction has also 
been determined from the photoproducts. This reaction sequence could provide understanding of 
the reaction of marine siderophores.  
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Chapter 3: Effect of Minor Changes to 
Chelate Design on Structure and 
Photochemistry of Fe(III) Complexes 
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INTRODUCTION  
The previous chapter showed how the electron richness of the substituents on the 
phenolate ring of the chelate can affect the photochemical reactivity of their Fe(III) complexes. 
Making minor changes to the chelate design could affect the structure of the Fe(III) complexes as 
well as the photochemical reactivity. We have previously synthesized AHA-containing chelates 
that are capable of tightly binding Fe(III) and releasing the reduced Fe(II) after being irradiated 
with UV light.  The formation of the cluster complex, [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- is 
unique. The structure forms an Fe3O4 iron-oxo cubane core with one corner missing.
1  The Sal-
AHA ligands fold upward to form a basket with the Fe3O4 forming the base. A methoxy anion is 
bound to the three iron and is centered in the phenyl basket (Figure 1-8). This trimeric structure 
is thought to form in order to avoid a seven-membered ring that would occur in a monomeric 
complex with both the imine N and carboxylate O bound to the metal. The photoreactivity of the 
complex is due to the AHA group that is present in the ligand. The α-hydroxy group may 
increase the photoreactivity of the complex relative to a simple carboxylate.  
One objective of this project is to correlate the aspects of the chelate design with metal-
binding and photochemical properties. Making minor structural changes to our X-Sal-AHA 
chelates will let us understand factors determine structure and photochemical reactivity of their 
Fe(III) complexes. Understanding these factors will allow us to design diverse, photo-responsive 
chelates that can be adjusted for specific photoreactivity. 
 The first minor chelate change included an additional methyl group on the carbon 
between the phenolate and the imine (Figure 3-1 (A)). Including the extra methyl group 
introduces a small steric change to the structure. A second structural change that was studied is 
shifting the hydroxyl group from the α-carbon to the β-carbon (Figure 3-1 (B)). The structure and 
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photoreactivity of the βHA tests the necessity for the AHA to undergo a photolysis reaction. The 
third minor chelate change that was synthesized had one fewer carbon between the imine and the 
AHA (Figure 3-1 (C)). The shorter chain length would not form a seven membered ring in a 
monomeric complex. In the Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA, a monomeric structure would 
include a seven-membered ring that includes the nitrogen from the imine and the oxygen from 
the carboxylic acid. The final structural change that was synthesized has one fewer carbon and 
no α-OH group present (Figure 3-1 (D)). This shows the effect of the longer carbon chain and the 
AHA on the structure and photoreactivity of the complex 
 
 
 
3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA (Original Ligand) 
                    
       A) 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA       B) 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA 
                     
          C) 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA          D) 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine 
Figure 3-1: Structure of New Chelates 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Synthesis of 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA - 0.36 g (3 mmol) of (S)-(-)-4-amino-2-
hydroxybutyric acid was transferred to a roundbottom flask and dissolved in 5 mL of distilled 
water. 0.25 g (3 mmol) of NaHCO3 and 0.18 g (3 mmol) of NaCl were added to the stirring 
solution. Separately, a 0.62 g (3 mmol) sample of 3’,5’-dichloro-2’-hydroxyacetophenone was 
dissolved in 80 mL of methanol. This solution was added dropwise to the (S)-(-)-4-amino-2-
hydroxybutyric acid solution and the mixture was covered and stirred overnight. The solvent was 
then removed by rotary evaporation. The precipitate was dissolved in methanol and undissolved 
solids were removed by vacuum filtration. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, 
resulting in 1.05 g of yellow solid. Yields were >95%. 1H NMR (CD3OD): 2.0 (m, 2H), 2.2 (m, 
1H), 2.5 (m, 1H), 3.8 (m, 3H), 4.0 (t, 1H), 7.4 (s, 1H), 7.6 (s, 1H) (Figure 3A-4). ESI-MS: m/z = 
304 (3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA) , 326 (3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA) (Figure 3A-8). 
 
Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA – 0.15 g (0.5 mmol) of the 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA 
chelate was transferred to a round bottom flask and dissolved in 30 mL of methanol.    0.083 g (1 
mmol) of NaHCO3 was added to the stirring solution. Separately, 0.24 g (0.5mmol) of 
Fe2(SO4)3•xH2O was dissolved in 30 mL methanol. The Fe slurry was added to the stirring 
chelate solution and the mixture was stirred overnight. The solvent was removed by rotary 
evaporation. The complex was purified by dissolving the sample in methanol and removing the 
undissolved salts by vacuum filtration. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, resulting 
in 0.14 g of brown solid. Yields were 25%. See Results section for characterization. 
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Synthesis of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA: 0.36 g (3 mmol) of DL-4-amino-3-hydroxybutyric 
acid was transferred to a round bottom flask and dissolved in 5 mL of distilled water. 0.25 g (3 
mmol) of NaHCO3 and 0.18 g (3 mmol) of NaCl were added to the stirring solution. Separately, 
0.57 g (3 mmol) of 3,5-dichlorosalicylaldehyde was dissolved in 65 mL methanol. This was 
added, dropwise, to the stirring solution which was covered and stirred overnight. The solvent 
was removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting product was dissolved in methanol and the 
remaining salts were removed by vacuum filtration. The solvent was removed from the filtrate 
by rotary evaporation. A bright yellow solid remained. Yields were >95%. 1H NMR spectra 
(CD3OD): 2.4 (d, 2H), 3.6 (m, 1H), 3.9 (m, 1H), 4.2 (m, 1H), 7.2 (d, 1H), 7.4 (d, 1H), 8.4 (s, 1H) 
(Figure 3A-2). ESI-MS: m/z = 290 (3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA), 312 (3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA + Na+) (Figure 
3A-6) 
 
Fe(III) complex with 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA: 0.16 g (0.5 mmol) of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA was 
added to a round bottom flask and dissolved in 30 mL methanol. 0.083 g (1 mmol) NaHCO3 was 
added to the solution while stirring. Separately, 0.12 g (0.3 mmol) Fe2(SO4)3•xH2O was added to 
30 mL methanol. The Fe slurry was added to the stirring solution in the round bottom flask. The 
solution turned from a cloudy yellow to a cloudy red-brown after 1 hour. The solution was 
covered and stirred overnight. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The product was 
purified by dissolving in methanol, removing any remaining precipitate by vacuum filtration, and 
removing the solvent by rotary evaporation. The product was further purified by suspending the 
precipitate in a solution of dibromoethane and hexane adjusted to the density of the product. Any 
impurities would have a different density, allowing their mechanical separation. The pure 
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product was then isolated by gravity filtration and air dried, giving 0.17 g of red-brown solid. 
The yield for the complex was 30%. See Results section for characterization. 
 
Synthesis of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA*:  
*The 3CAHA ligand and complex were originally synthesized in our lab by 
undergraduate research student Suzanne Junker 
A .11 g (1 mmol) sample of L-isoserine was transferred to a round bottom flask and 
dissolved in 10 mL of distilled water. Then 0.16 g (2 mmol) of NaHCO3 and 0.076 g (1 mmol) 
NaCl were added to the solution while stirring. Separately, 0.24 g (1 mmol) of 3,5-
dichlorosalicylaldehyde was transferred to a beaker and dissolved in 130 mL methanol. The 3,5-
dichlorosalicylaldehyde solution was added, dropwise, to the stirring round bottom flask. The 
resulting solution was covered with parafilm and left to stir overnight. A bright yellow solution 
resulted. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting solid was extracted with 
in methanol and the undissolved salts were removed by vacuum filtration. The methanol was 
removed by rotary evaporation, leaving a yellow-brown solid. Yields for the ligand were >90%. 
1H NMR spectra (CD3OD): 3.8 (m, 1H), 3.9 (m, 1H), 4.2 (q, 1H), 7.3 (s, 1H), 7.4 (s, 1H), 8.4 (s, 
1H) (Figure 3A-1). ESI-MS: m/z = 276 (3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA) (Figure 3A-5) 
 
Synthesis of Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA*: 0.025 g of 3,5-diCl-Sal-
3CAHA was dissolved in 6.3 mL methanol. A 0.018 g sample of NaHCO3 was added to the 
stirring solution. A slurry containing 0.013 g Fe2(SO4)3•xH2O was added to the ligand solution. 
The solution was stirred, overnight and the solvent removed by rotary evaporation. The product 
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was dissolved in methanol, any remaining salt removed by vacuum filtration, and the solvent 
removed by rotary evaporation to give 0.04 g of brown solid. The yield for the product was 70%. 
See Results section for characterization. 
 
Synthesis of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine- 0.27 g (3 mmol) β-alanine was transferred to a 
round bottom flask and dissolved in 5 mL distilled water. 0.25 g (3 mmol) of NaHCO3 and    
0.18 g (3 mmol) of NaCl were added to the stirring solution.  Separately, 0.57g 3,5-
dichlorosalicylaldehyde was dissolved in 65 mL methanol. This solution was added dropwise to 
the β-alanine solution. The solution was covered with parafilm and left to stir overnight. The 
solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The product was redissolved in methanol and 
undissolved salts were removed by vacuum filtration. The solvent was removed by rotary 
evaporation, leaving a bright yellow solid product. Yields were >95%. 1H NMR (CD3OD): 2.6 (t, 
2H), 3.9 (t, 2H), 7.2 (d, 1H), 7.4 (d, 1H), 8.4 (s, 1H) (Figure 3A-3). ESI-MS: m/z = 260 (3,5-
diCl-Sal-β-alanine), 575 ((3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine)2(H2O)3 (Figure 3A-7). 
 
Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine- 0.13 g (0.5 mmol) 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine 
was transferred to a round bottom flask and dissolved in 30 mL methanol. 0.083 g of NaHCO3 
was added to the stirring solution. 0.12 g (0.3 mmol) of Fe2(SO4)3•xH2O was dissolved 
separately in 30 mL methanol. The methanolic slurry was added to the stirring round bottom 
flask. The remaining solution was covered with parafilm and allowed to stir overnight. The 
solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The solid was dissolved in methanol and 
undissolved salts were removed by vacuum filtration. The solvent was then removed by rotary 
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evaporation to give 0.087 g of a red-brown solid. The yield for this complex was 30%. See 
Results section for characterization. 
 
NMR and mass spectra of the chelates are shown in Appendix A (Figure 3A-1 to   
3A-8). 
 
NMR- 1H-NMR was obtained on a Bruker AV 400 MHz spectrometer. The samples were 
dissolved in deuterated methanol. 
 
Mass Specta- Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectra (ESI-MS) were obtained at the 
University of Cincinnati Mass Spectroscopy Facility using a Micromass Q-TOF-2 spectrometer. 
Solid samples were dissolved in methanol immediately prior to data collection. 
 
Titrations- Titrations of Fe(III) into the different chelates were done similarly. The 
UV/Vis titration for 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA is given: 
A 1.2 mM solution of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA was prepared by transferring 0.008 g to a 
25.0 mL volumetric flask and filling to the mark with methanol. 0.007 g of NaHCO3 was added 
after the methanol to the stirring solution. A separate 1.2 mM sample of Fe(NO3)3 was prepared 
using 0.048 g in 100.0 mL of methanol by volumetric flask. 1.0 mL of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA was 
transferred to 21 separate vials. To each vial, a volume of Fe(NO3)3 was added, starting with 0.0 
and going up to 2.0 mL in increments of 0.1 mL. Each vial was diluted with methanol so the total 
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volume was 4.0 mL. A UV/Vis absorption spectrum of each sample was obtained. A second 
experiment was done using 1.0 mL Fe(NO3)3 in 21 separate vials and adding 3,5-diCl-Sal-
3CAHA. 
 
Quantum Yields for New Structures- Quantum yields for the new complexes were 
determined by monitoring the production of Fe(II). The preparation and calculation of the 
quantum yields are described in Chapter 2. Potassium ferrioxalate was used as an actinometer to 
determine the intensity of the different lamps. A 3 mM sample of the complex and a 10 mM 
solution of BPDS were prepared in an MBraun glove box with an Ar atmosphere. The 3mM 
solution of the complex and the BPDS solution were mixed in a 1:1 ratio. 1mL of solution was 
transferred to each of the 9 vials. The vials were closed tightly, removed from the glove box, and 
placed in the photoreactor with UVB, UVA, or LZC-420 lamps for 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 30, and 60 
minutes. The samples were returned to the glove box and diluted by a factor of 8 with methanol. 
A UV/Vis spectrum was obtained for each sample using an anaerobic cuvette. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Structural Characterization of Fe(III) Complexes The new complexes were 
characterized by Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy (ESI-MS) and titrations monitored 
by UV/Visible spectroscopy. 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA formed a trimeric complex with Fe(III) 
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similar to the Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA. The mass spectrum of the complex showed 
a peak at m/z=1106 (Figure 3-2). The peak seen at m/z=203 corresponds to excess 3,5-dichloro-
2-hydroxyphenone starting material. The peak at m/z = 752 is a dimer with two Fe, two 3,5-diCl-
SalMe-AHA, and two water. 
 
The characteristic UV/Vis absorption peak for 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA appears at 405 nm. 
This feature shifts to 481 nm when complexed to Fe(III). When adding 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA to 
Fe(NO3)3, there is some interference from the excess 3,5-diCl-Sal
Me-AHA, preventing an 
accurate Fe:3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA ratio. In the reverse experiment, when Fe(NO3)3 is added to the 
3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA, an accurate ratio can be determined. Starting with a 0.3 mM solution of 
3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA, Fe(III) was added until the feature at 405 nm was no longer visible and the 
peak at 481 nm was no longer increasing. A plot of the UV/Vis absorption intensity at 481 nm 
 
Figure 3-2: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA 
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shows that 1 equivalent of Fe(III) is needed to react with 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA (Figure 3-3). This 
represents a 1:1 Fe:L ratio for the complex, which is consistent with the mass spectrum showing 
an Fe3L3 complex. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The ESI-Mass Spectrum of the Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA has its major peak at 
m/z = 1064 (Figure 3-4). This corresponds to a trimeric structure with a formula of Fe3(3,5-diCl-
Sal-βHA)3(µ-OCH3), similar to that of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]-. This was expected 
since the only difference between the two complexes is the hydroxyl group is shifted from the α-
carbon to the β-carbon, which only shifts the positions of the 5- and 6-membered chelate rings. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: UV/Vis titration of 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA with Fe(NO3)3 
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The UV/Vis absorption spectrum of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA has a feature at 421 nm which 
shifts to 490 nm when complexed to Fe(III). Due to interference of the ligand peak, the UV/Vis 
titration of adding 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA to Fe(NO3)3 was not accurate to determine the Fe:3,5-diCl-
Sal-βHA ratio. However, the reverse UV/Vis titration, where Fe(NO3)3 is added to 3,5-diCl-Sal-
βHA, did indicate the ratio of Fe:3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA. As Fe(III) is added to a 0.3 mM solution of 
3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA, the increase in intensity at 490 nm was monitored to determine the Fe:3,5-
diCl-Sal-βHA binding ratio. After 1 equivalent of Fe(III) was added to a 0.3 mM solution of 3,5-
diCl-Sal-βHA, the peak at 490 nm maximized in intensity and stopped increasing (Figure 3-5). 
The UV/Vis titration of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA with Fe(NO3)3 indicate that the complex has a 1:1 3,5-
diCl-Sal-βHA:Fe ratio, consistent with the trinuclear structure suggested by the mass spectrum. 
  
 
Figure 3-4: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA 
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A feature at m/z=276 was present in the mass spectrum of the 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA ligand 
(Figure 3A-7). The Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA  (Figure 3-6) showed a feature at 
m/z=608, which corresponds to a monomeric complex with one Fe and two 3,5-diCl-Sal-
3CAHA. The peak in the mass spectrum of the Fe(III) complex at m/z= 276 corresponds to 3,5-
diCl-Sal-3CAHA alone. The feature at m/z= 330 corresponds to an iron with a single 3,5-diCl-
Sal-3CAHA and the peak at m/z= 575 represents two 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA with a sodium ion. 
There is also a peak at m/z=661 which is consistent with a dimeric structure or aggregate of two 
Fe and two 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5: UV/Vis titration of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA with Fe(NO3)3 
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 The UV/Vis spectrum of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA has a feature at 425 nm, which shifts to 
520 nm when complexed to Fe(III). By monitoring the shift of the peak from 425 nm to 520 nm, 
the ratio at which all of the ligand has been bound to Fe(III) can be determined. When Fe was 
added to the ligand, the UV/Vis peak at 520 nm, which represents the presence of the complex, 
stopped increasing after 0.8 equivalent of Fe(III) was added to 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA (Figure 3-
7). This could be due to the mixture of Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-3AHA)2 and Fe2(3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA)2 
in the sample. When 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA was added to Fe, the peak at 520 nm continued to 
increase until 1.7 equivalents of ligand was added to the Fe(III) (Figure 3-8). 
 
Figure 3-6: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA 
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Figure 3-7: UV/Vis titration of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA ligand with Fe(NO3)3 
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Figure 3-8: UV/Vis titration of Fe(NO3)3 with 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA 
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In the ESI-Mass spectrum of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine, features at m/z= 260 and 575 were 
observed (Figure 3A-8). The peak at m/z= 260 corresponds to the ligand by itself while the m/z= 
575 peak is consistent with the compound with three associated water molecules. The Fe(III) 
complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine also showed a feature at m/z= 575, which could correspond to 
a Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine)2 complex or the (3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine)2(H2O)3 aggregate (Figure 
3-9). In order to distinguish the origin of the peak at m/z = 575, 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine was 
reacted with Ga(III)(NO3)3. Previous data showed that the Ga complex forms a similar structure 
to the [Fe(III)3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-.2 The solution of Ga(III) with 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-
alanine showed a peak in the ESI-MS at m/z=590, which corresponds to Ga(3,5-diCl-Sal-β-
alanine)2, and a m/z=635 which corresponds to a Na2Ga(3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine)2 (Figure 3-10). 
These data suggest that the m/z=575 in the Fe complex does indicate the presence of Fe(3,5-diCl-
Sal-β-alanine)2.  
 
Figure 3-9: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βalanine 
FeL2 
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 The UV/Vis absorption spectrum of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine showed a peak at 420 nm. In 
the UV/Vis for the complex, this feature shifted to 475 nm. Monitoring the increase of the peak 
at 475 nm, the amount of Fe needed to complex with 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine can be determined. 
When adding Fe(III) to 1.0 mL of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine, the complex peak at 475 nm 
maximizes after ½ the amount of Fe is added (Figure 3-11). When 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine is 
added to 1.0 mL of Fe, the peak at 475 nm continues to increase until 2 equivalents of 3,5-diCl-
Sal-β-alanine is added.             
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-10: Negative ion ESI-MS of Ga complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βalanine 
Na2Ga(L-H)2 
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Photochemistry of Fe(III) Complexes- The quantum yields for the new complexes were 
determined for UVA, UVB, and LZC-420 lamps. Each complex has a higher quantum yield in 
the UV light which decreases by more than half under the LZC-420 lamp. The quantum yields 
for the Fe(III) complexes of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA, 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA, and 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine 
were considerably lower than the original [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
- (Table 2). The 
3,5- diCl-SalMe-AHA complex had a comparable quantum yield to the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA 
complex in the UV range, with a less significant drop off in the 420nm range. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-11: UV/Vis titration of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine with Fe(NO3)3 
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DISCUSSION 
 One purpose of this project is to understand how to control the metal binding and 
photochemistry of the α-hydroxy acid containing chelates and their Fe complexes. Small changes 
to the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA chelate were investigated to determine which aspects of the chelate 
structure affect the structure and photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complex. The crystal 
structure of the Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA showed a trimeric structure formed with three 
Fe bound to three chelates and a methoxy group bridging the three Fe.  The quantum yields, as 
defined by Fe(II) production, for the Fe(III) complexes of the new chelates ranged from 3-26% 
under UV light, and 1-13% under 420 nm light. The quantum yields for the Fe(III) complexes of 
the new chelates were determined by monitoring the production of Fe(II). The different 
derivatives give some ability to adjust the photochemical reactivity. Identifying which other 
aspects of the complex affect the photochemical reactivity will allow us to better design chelates 
for specific applications. 
Table 2: Quantum Yields of Fe(III) Complexes of New Complexes 
  %ϕFe 
Ligand Structure UVB UVA LZC-420 
3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA [Fe3L3(µ-OCH3)]- 19 ± 2 19 ± 2 6 ± 1 
3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA [Fe3L3(µ-OCH3)]- 5 ± 1 3 ± 1 1 ± 0.2 
3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA FeL2 6 ± 1 5 ± 0.5 3 ± 1 
3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine FeL2 3 ± 1 3 ± 0.4 2 ± 0.1 
3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA [Fe3L3(µ-OCH3)]- 19 ± 2 26 ± 3.0 13 ± 1 
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 The 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA chelate differed from the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA only by 
having an additional methyl group on the carbon between the phenolate and the imine. This 
chelate was investigated to test how small steric affects may affect the structure and 
photochemistry of the Fe(III) complexes. The Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA did form a 
trimeric structure similar to [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. The quantum yields were also 
around those calculated for the X-Sal-AHA complexes.  
Examining the Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA allows for the evaluation of the 
specific position of the hydroxy group in an α-hydroxy acid moiety. In the 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA 
complex the hydroxyl group is shifted from the position α- to the carboxylate by one carbon to 
the β- position. The Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA forms a trimeric complex similar to 
[Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. This was expected since shifting the hydroxy group to the 
β-carbon only switches the position of the 5- and 6-membered ring in the complex. The quantum 
yield for [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA)3(µ-OCH3)]- is much lower than for [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. This shows that the α-hydroxy group is important for the photochemical 
reaction. In Chapter 2, the mechanism for the photochemical reaction showed that a 
decarboxylation occurs in the initial step. With an α-hydroxy carboxylic acid, this reaction 
produces an aldehyde. If the hydroxy group is in the β- position to the carboxylate, this aldehyde 
product cannot form. 
  The 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA complex had one fewer carbon between the phenolate ring and 
the α-hydroxy acid. Formation of a trimeric structure by the original 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA chelate 
likely occurs in order to avoid forming a seven-membered chelate ring. This would form if the 
imine nitrogen and the carboxylate oxygen were to coordinate to the same metal. By having one 
fewer carbon between the phenolate and the α-hydroxy acid, no seven-membered chelate ring 
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could be formed. However, without a crystal structure to show how the chelate is bound to the 
Fe(III) in a Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA)2 complex, we cannot say conclusively that the trimeric 
structure avoids a seven-membered ring. The chelate may be bound to the Fe(III) through the 
phenolate oxygen and the imine nitrogen, or through the hydroxyl and carboxylate oxygens of 
the AHA moiety. Only if the 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA is bound to the Fe(III) through the imine and 
the carboxylate oxygen would avoidance of a seven-membered ring be relevant to these 
structures.  
The quantum yields per Fe(II) produced for Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA)2 were found to be 
much lower than for [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. This is likely due to the preference to 
reduce two iron in the photolysis reaction.3 As mentioned in Chapter 2, the trimeric structure 
reacts by reducing two iron for every one ligand cleaved. However, experiments performed by 
Mark Chrisman have showed that a FeGa2 complex of the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA chelate is still 
photoactive. Since this chelate only has one iron available to be reduced, the complex does not 
react as quickly. 
 The 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine ligand was originally synthesized in order to confirm 
the reactivity of the proposed intermediate in the photochemical reaction of the X-Sal-AHA 
complexes (see Chapter 2).3 The Fe complex that forms is a monomer with one Fe(III) and two 
3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine, similar to Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA)2. The Fe(III) may coordinate with all 
three potentially coordinating groups to give a 6-coordinate Fe(III), or it could coordinate only 
with the salicylidene oxygen and nitrogen or through the carboxylate to give a 4-coordinate 
Fe(III). Without a crystal structure, it is uncertain whether the coordination is the same as Fe(3,5-
diCl-Sal-3CAHA)2. 
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The Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine also showed the importance of the α-
hydroxy group in the AHA. The quantum yields for the 3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine ligand were much 
lower than the complex with the AHA group, which shows that the α-hydroxy group is important 
for a photochemical reaction to occur. This agrees with what was observed with the 3,5-diCl-Sal-
βHA complex, which had a similar structure to [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]- but much 
lower quantum yields. The quantum yields for Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-β-alanine)2 were approximately 
half the amount calculated for the 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA. This suggests that the 3,5-diCl-Sal-
3CAHA is coordinated through the AHA moiety. 
The different chelate modifications show two aspects of the chelate design that effects the 
photochemistry. The presence of an AHA is important to the photochemical reactivity of the 
Fe(III) complexes. When the hydroxy group is shifted to the β- position to the carboxylate the 
photochemical reactivity decreases significantly. Removing the hydroxy group entirely also 
decreases the photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complex. The second important effect on 
the photochemistry is the number of Fe(III) present in the reaction. The complexes that contain 
only one Fe(III), such as Fe(3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA)2, are much less reactive than the complexes 
that have three Fe(III), such as [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. However, small steric 
changes do not affect the photochemistry of the complexes. The addition of an additional methyl 
group on the carbon between the phenolate and the imine nitrogen did not affect the structure of 
the Fe(III) complex. The Fe(III) complex of the 3,5-diCl-SalMe-AHA has quantum yields that are 
similar to the quantum yields of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-. The presence of two (or 
more) Fe(III) and an α-hydroxy acid are important to the photochemical reactivity. 
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APPENDIX A: 1H-NMR and MS of New Chelates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3A-1: 1H-NMR 3,5-diCl-MethylImine-AHA 
b a 
j  c                 g   f  d,e 
 
Figure 3A-2: 1H-NMR 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA 
g,j 
f    d e 
c            b a              
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Figure 3A-3: 1H-NMR of 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA 
f  d,e 
c             b a 
 
Figure 3A-4: 1H-NMR 3,5-diCl-Sal-βalanine 
c             b a                                                d                 e 
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Figure 3A-5: Negative ion ESI-MS 3,5-diCl-Sal-MethylImine-AHA 
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Figure 3A-6: Negative ion ESI-MS 3,5-diCl-Sal-βHA 
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Figure 3A-7: Negative ion ESI-MS 3,5-diCl-Sal-3CAHA 
L= 
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Figure 3A-8: Negative ion ESI-MS 3,5-diCl-Sal-βalanine 
L2(H2O)3 
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Chapter 4: Exchange of Methoxy Bridge and 
Incorporation of Metal-Binding Groups on 
Phenolate Ring 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The previous chapters have shown how modifications to the chelate can affect the 
structure and photoreactivity of the Fe(III) complexes. In this chapter, modifications to the 
bridging methoxy group are studied. Further modifications to the phenolate ring with potentially 
metal-binding or H-bonding groups are also examined. The inclusion of metal-binding or H-
bonding groups on the phenolate ring provide potential sites for the inclusion of guest ions. The 
trimeric structure formed by [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- has potential to act as a host 
molecule in host-guest chemistry. Exchanging the methoxy bridge for another functional group 
could permit guest ions to incorporate by binding to the bridge. With additional functional 
groups on the phenolate rings capable of interacting with the guest, guest ions would have 
several points to incorporate into the complex (Figure 4-1, 4-2). 
 
                                     
Figure 4-1: Uranyl guest             Figure 4-2: Metal ion incorporating 
      incorporating through H-bonding         through O2- coordination 
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The unique structure and photoreactivity of the complex leads to the possibility of acting 
as a host molecule in host-guest chemistry. Host-guest chemistry involves two species, a host 
and a guest, that are involved in non-bonding interactions. Most host species are cavity- 
containing assemblies capable of encapsulating the guest, which can affect guest reactivity1. 
Host-guest complexes are stabilized by non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, ion-
ion and dipolar interactions, and π-π interactions2. Host-guest assemblies have several 
applications including catalysis, as sensors, receptors, and scavengers. 
 The crystal structure of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- shows a unique trimeric 
structure. The three Fe(III) form the base of a “basket” with the phenyl groups of the chelates 
folding upward. A methoxy group bridges the three irons approximately symmetrically. Mass 
spectra of the other derivatives of the X-Sal-AHA series indicate that the trimeric structure is 
present in all of the complexes. The mass spectrum of the 3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA complex shows an 
–OH group acting as the bridge between the three irons, instead of the –OCH3. The presence of 
the hydroxyl bridge in the 3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA derivative suggests that a hydroxyl group could be 
incorporated into the other complexes as well. The trimer forms a Fe3O4 cubane structure with 
one corner missing. Exchanging the methoxy group for a hydroxyl group as the bridging 
molecule would allow for a guest molecule to incorporate through H-bonding or oxygen 
coordination.  
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EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Bridge Exchange-  In order to test self-exchange of the methoxy bridge, a 0.004 g (4 
µmol) sample of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- was dissolved in 1.5 mL deuterated 
methanol.  For comparison, a second 0.004 g sample of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- 
was prepared and dissolved in methanol. Both samples were tightly covered and left to stir 
overnight. An aliquot of each sample was taken after 1 day and sent to the University of 
Cincinnati Mass Spectroscopy Facility using a Micromass Q-TOF-2 to obtain electrospray 
ionization mass spectra (ESI-MS).  A second aliquot was taken after one week and a ESI-MS 
was taken. In order to test the exchange of larger alcohols for the methoxy bridge, give separate 
samples of 0.011 g of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- were transferred to 10 mL 
volumetric flasks. Each flask was filled to the mark with a different alcohol: ethanol, 1-propanol, 
isopropanol, benzyl alcohol, and cyclopentanol. The samples were covered and left to stir for 10 
days then a mass spectrum was taken of each sample. In order to test the exchange of hydroxide 
for the methoxy bridge, 0.004 g of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- was transferred to a 100 
mL volumetric flask and dissolved in methanol.  
 To test the time scale of exchange, mass spectra of a 4 µmol sample of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- were obtained after exposure to water for different periods of time.  A 9:1 
H2O:methanol solution was made with 0.011g [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- dissolved in 
10 mL methanol and diluted to 100 mL with DI H2O.  An aliquot was brought to the mass 
spectroscopy facility and a mass spectrum obtained immediately. The remaining sample was left 
to stir overnight. A mass spectrum was collected for further aliquots of the same sample after 1 
day, 2 days, 5 days, 7 days, and 14 days. Each sample was run neat without further dilution. 
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Synthesis of 2,x-diOH-Sal-AHA- Chelates with two hydroxyl groups on the phenolate 
ring, in the 2,4-, 2,5-, and 2,6- positions, were synthesized similarly. The chelates differed only 
in the position of the 2nd hydroxyl group. The synthesis for 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA is given: 0.51 g 
of (S)-(-)-4-amino-2-hydroxybutyric acid was transferred to a round bottom flask and dissolved 
in 5 mL DI H2O. 0.36 g of NaHCO3 and 0.25 g of NaCl were added to the stirring solution. 
Separately, 0.59 g of 2,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde was dissolved in 30 mL methanol. This 
solution was added, dropwise, to the stirring solution in the round bottom flask. The solution 
immediately changed from clear to bright yellow. The solution was covered and left to stir 
overnight. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting product was 
redissolved in methanol, filtered by vacuum filtration, and dried by rotary evaporation. Yields 
were >95%. ESI-MS: m/z = 240, 262, 284 correspond to 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA, 2,4-diOH-Sal-
AHA + Na+, and 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA + 2Na+ (Figure 4B-1). 
 
Synthesis of Fe(III) Complexes of 2,x-diOH-Sal-AHA- The Fe(III) complexes of the 
2,x-diOH-Sal-AHA ligands are prepared similarly. The synthesis of Fe3(2,4-diOH-Sal- 
AHA)3(OCH3) is given:  0.12 g 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA was transferred to a roundbottom flask and 
dissolved in 30 mL methanol.  0.083 g NaHCO3 was added to the stirring solution.  Separately, 
0.12 g Fe2(SO4)3•xH2O was added to a beaker and 30 mL of methanol was added. The resulting 
slurry was added to the stirring ligand solution. The solution was covered and left to stir 
overnight. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation leaving a reddish solid product. The 
product was redissolved in methanol and the remaining salts were removed by vacuum filtration. 
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The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation.  The final product was further purified using 
density separation. The precipitate was suspended in a mixture of hexane and dibromoethane. 
The different densities of the salt, ligand, and complex caused the impurities to separate out. The 
yield was 13%. 
 
Photochemistry of Fe complex of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA- 0.004 g of Fe3(2,4-diOH-Sal-
AHA)3(OCH3) was added to a 100 mL volumetric flask and dissolved in methanol. In a separate 
500 mL volumetric flask, 0.13 g of bathophenanthroline disulfonic acid (BPDS) was dissolved in 
methanol. 25 mL of the complex was mixed with 25 mL of the BPDS solution. This mixture was 
transferred to 7 separate test tubes. The test tubes were placed in the photoreactor with UVA, 
UVB, or LZC-420 lamps for 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 min. UV/Vis spectroscopy was used to 
monitor the production of Fe(II) by monitoring the increase in the 535 nm peak, corresponding to 
Fe(BPDS)4-. 
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RESULTS 
 
 Bridge Exchange: In order to test for self-exchange of the µ3-OCH3 bridge in 
Na[Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- , it was dissolved in deuterated methanol . After one 
day, little or no exchange between the methoxy and deuterated methoxy groups was observed by 
ESI-MS. After a week, a shift of the ESI-MS peak from m/z = 1064, corresponding to [Fe3(3,5-
diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
-, to m/z = 1067, corresponding to [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-
OCD3)]
-,  was observed (Figure 4-3). Most of the m/z = 1064 peak disappeared while the m/z = 
1067 appeared. The m/z = 1050 peak represents the trimeric complex with –OH as the bridging 
molecule.  
 
Figure 4-3: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(OCD3) 
[Fe3(L)3(OCD3)]
- 
[Fe3(L)3(OH)]
- 
Fe2(L)2 
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 Attempts to exchange larger alcohols the –OCH3 bridge resulted instead in the –OCH3 
being exchanged for –OH. The –OH presumably originated from water present in the alcohols. 
Samples prepared using drier ethanol also resulted in an –OH bridge instead of the expected –
OCH2CH3 bridge. When [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- was dissolved in water, [Fe3(3,5-
diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OH)]
- was present after 1 week. More experiments were done to determine 
the time scale for exchange of the –OCH3 bridge for the –OH bridge. Samples were made in a 
90:10 H2O:CH3OH solution and a mass spectrum was obtained at various times (Figure 4-4).  
 
 
 
     
     
Figure 4-4: Negative ion ESI-MS of time scale for exchange of –OCH3 for –OH in 90:10 
H2O:MeOH. Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3 dissolved in H2O after 1 hour (A), 1 day (B), 2 days 
(C), and 14 days (D) 
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While attempting to determine the rate of exchange between the –OCH3 and the –OH 
bridge, it was discovered that the solvent system had an effect on the signal strength of each 
complex. When methanol is added to the 90:10 H2O:MeOH solution of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
-, the m/z = 1064 peak gets stronger (Figure 4-5). However, when H2O is added 
to the same solution, the m/z = 1050 peak, representing [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OH)]
-, 
increases. In order to calibrate the solvent dependence of the difference in response of the OCH3-
bridged vs. OH-bridged complexes in different solutes, equal amounts of the –OCH3 bridge 
 
Figure 4-5: Negative ion ESI-MS of [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- after 1 day in H2O 
diluted with different solvents 
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complex and –OH complex were dissolved together. One sample had a 1:1 H2O:MeOH solvent 
system while the second was in DMF (Figure 4-6). 
 
 
Since the –OCH3 could not be exchanged with –OCH2CH3, synthesis of the complex with 
a –OCH2OCH3 bridge was attempted by using ethanol as the solvent. No identifiable complex 
was observed in the ESI-MS when this was done (Figure 4-7). When methanol or water are 
added to the ethanol mixture, some amount of the trimeric complex forms with the –OCH3 or     
–OH bridge (Figure 4-8, 4-9). This shows that the bridging molecule is important to the 
formation of the trimeric complex, since the complex only forms when a methoxy or hydroxyl 
molecule are available.  
 
Figure 4-6: Negative ion ESI-MS of 0.1mM [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- and 
0.1mM [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OH)]
- in 1:1 H2O:MeOH (top) and DMF (bottom) 
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Figure 4-7: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA in EtOH  
 
 
Figure 4-8: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA with MeOH added 
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Figure 4-9: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA with H2O added 
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Synthesis of 2,x-diOH-Sal-AHA- To increase the chance of incorporating a guest 
molecule, some new 
chelates were 
synthesized with a 
second hydroxyl group 
on the phenolate ring 
(Figure 4-10). Due to 
the unique “basket” 
shaped structure of the 
trimeric complex, this 
additional hydroxyl group would remain free to allow H-bonding or O2- coordination with a 
guest ion. When the complex forms, the three Sal-AHA ligands fold upward into a “basket” 
shape with the three phenyl rings forming the top of the “basket.” Depending on the position on 
the ring, the substituents reach upward above the “basket.” The new chelates differ only in the 
position of the second hydroxyl group on the phenolate ring. 
 Based on the crystal structure of the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA complex, it was determined that 
2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA had the best position of the second hydroxyl group for host-guest chemistry. 
Consequently, the 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA was the first synthesized.  The mass spectrum of the 
ligand showed m/z peaks at 240, 262, and 284 which correspond to the ligand, the ligand with 
one sodium, and the ligand with two sodiums, respectively (4B-1). 
 The mass spectrum of the Fe(III) complex synthesized from the 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA 
ligand showed a similar structure to the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA complex. The mass spectrum has a 
m/z= 906, which represents [Fe3(2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA)3(OCH3)]
- (Figure 4-11). 
           
    2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA       2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA 
 
2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA 
Figure 4-10: Structure of diOH-Sal-AHA ligands 
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The 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA and the 2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA complexes were also synthesized to 
determine if the trimeric structure seen with the 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA complex would form. The 
mass spectrum of the 2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA ligand has a m/z peak at 284 which indicates the ligand 
with one sodium (4B-2). The mass spectrum for the Fe complex of 2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA does 
show formation of the trimeric structure seen with the 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA complex. A peak at 
m/z = 906 indicates the trimeric structure with –OCH3 bridging the irons (Figure 4-12). There is 
also some unreacted ligand present at m/z=285.  
 
Figure 4-11: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA 
L+ Na
+
 
L 
[Fe3L3(µ-OCH3)]- 
L = 
 80 
 
  
The 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA ligand was also successfully synthesized. The mass spectrum 
shows a peak at m/z=284 which indicates the expected ligand with two sodium ions(Figure 4B-
3).  However, the mass spectrum of the Fe complex of 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA does not show the 
trimeric structure that the other complexes form. From the mass spectrum, a one-Fe, two-ligand 
complex forms with a m/z= 576 (Figure 4-13). The peak at m/z=629 indicates there is also some 
dimer, Fe2(2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA)2, forming as well.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-12: Negative ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA 
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Photochemistry of Fe complex of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA- Photochemical activity for 
[Fe3(2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
- was compared to the Fe(III) complexes of the X-Sal-AHA 
derivatives at three different wavelength ranges, side-by-side. When comparing the spectra of the 
original salicylidene derivatives to the new 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA complex, it is observed that 2,4-
diOH-Sal-AHA is less photoactive than the more electron-withdrawing derivatives (Figure 4-14 
to 4-16).  
 
 
Figure 4-13: Positive ion ESI-MS of Fe complex of 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA 
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2
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Figure 4-14: UV/Vis Comparison of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA complex with X-Sal-AHA after 
irradiation under UVA light 
 
Figure 4-15: UV/Vis Comparison of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA complex with X-Sal-AHA after 
irradiation under UVB light 
 
Figure 4-16: UV/Vis Comparison of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA complex with X-Sal-AHA after 
irradiation under LZC-420 light 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 Chapter 3 showed how simple modifications to the chelate affects the structure and 
photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complexes. This chapter reports modifications to the 
bridging methoxy and including potentially metal binding substituents on the phenolate ring. 
Most of the [Fe3(X-Sal-AHA)3(µ-OCH3)]
- derivatives showed a methoxy group bridging the 
irons in the complex. The mass spectrum of the 3,5-ditBu-Sal-AHA complex showed a hydroxyl 
bridge instead of the methoxy group when prepared in wet methanol. This suggested that the 
bridging molecule could be exchanged. The methoxy group was successfully exchanged for 
deuterated methoxy and with a hydroxyl group. When dissolved in water, the –OH bridge would 
exchange for the methoxy group after a week. Attempts to incorporate larger alcohols, such as 
ethanol, only yielded a hydroxyl bridge. This may be due to the size of the ethoxy group being 
too large to fit in the “basket” formed by the chelates when complexed to Fe(III). The solvent 
conditions can also affect which bridging molecule is present. If excess methanol is present, the 
bridge will exchange for the –OCH3 group. If the complex is dissolved in water, the bridge will 
exchange for the –OH group. Exchange of the –OCH3 bridge for the –OH bridge did not affect 
the overall structure of the Fe(III) complex of 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA. 
 Further studies of modifications of the substituents on the phenolate ring were performed. 
In Chapter 2, the adjustments in the substituents on the phenolate ring were done to test the effect 
of electron richness of the substituents on the photochemical reactivity of the Fe(III) complexes. 
In this chapter, three new complexes were synthesized with a second hydroxyl group at different 
positions on the phenolate ring.   
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The 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA and the 2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA complexes both form a trimeric 
structure similar to the original salicylidene series. However, the mass spectrum of the 2,3-diOH-
Sal-AHA complex did not show a trimer but one Fe bonded to two chelates as well as some 
dimer present. This may be due to the 
catechol formed by the 2,3-diOH (Figure 
4-17). Catechols are also present in 
siderophores, though studies have shown 
that the siderophores with only catechol 
present are not photoactive when complexed to Fe(III). The presence of the catechol allows for 
the Fe(III) to bond differently than the other complexes, leading to the dimer and a one Fe with 
two ligand complex.  
 The exchange of the –OCH3 bridge in [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]- for an –OH 
group has shown the potential for more bridge exchange. The ability to exchange the bridging    
–OCH3 will lead to incorporating different functional groups, such as –SH. Including –SH as a 
bridge would form an Fe-S bond, which is found in active sites of proteins, and can open new 
applications for the complexes. 
 The results determined from the exchange of the methoxy bridge and the incorporation of 
a metal-binding group on the phenolate ring are favorable for the incorporation of a guest ion. 
The complex forms a cavity found in many other host molecules and the metal-binding groups 
on the phenolate ring and the hydroxy bridge can bind with a guest ion. 
Host-guest chemistry can have significant effects on the reactivity of the molecules 
involved. Host-guest molecules have been used as catalysts, receptors, and sensors. Cavity 
 
Figure 4-17: 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA with catechol 
functional group circled 
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containing assemblies, like those seen in our trimeric Fe complexes, have been known to enable 
host-guest chemistry by encapsulating the guest molecule.  
Cyclodextrin is a major host molecule in 
host-guest chemistry. Cyclodextrins are a 
seminatural product that can be produced from 
starch, a renewable natural material, by a simple 
enzymatic conversion.3 The structure of 
cyclodextrin forms a cylinder with the cavity lined 
by hydrogen atoms and oxygen bridges (Figure 4-
18). The size of the cavity can be adjusted by 
changing the number of glucose units used to form the cyclodextrin. Water molecules occupy the 
cyclodextrin cavity in aqueous solution. Due to the slightly apolar nature of the cavity, 
incorporation of water molecules is energetically unstable and can be easily substituted for 
appropriate guest molecules. The host-guest interactions can affect solubility, spectral properties, 
reactivity, and/or volatility, depending on the guest. This makes cyclodextrin a good host for 
several poorly soluble drug molecules. Using cyclodextrin as a host, the drug molecules can be 
made more soluble to allow for the drug to be administered. Simple dissolution of the solid 
drug/cyclodextrin complex and dilution of the aqueous media allow for the release of the drug3. 
Cyclodextrins have become an important part of medicine due to their ability to improve 
solubility, rate of dissolution, and chemical stability of drugs. 
 
Figure 4-18: Structure of β-cyclodextrin3 
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Calixarene is another host molecule that forms a cone shaped cavity (Figure 4-19). Due 
to its well defined frame, chemically stable intermolecular cavity, tunable cavity size, and 
coordination selectivity, calixarenes are often selected 
as host molecules in sensor research4. Calixarene 
derivatives are capable of recognizing and selectively 
binding cations, anions, and small organic molecules, 
making them ideal for sensors and extraction. 
Calixarenes ability to sense and bind heavy metals are 
important in the extraction of highly toxic metals, such as Hg2+, Cd2+, and Cs+, from the 
environment. 
Some host-guest complexes contain guest molecules that are photoactive but very few 
host-guest complexes contain a photoactive host molecule. Having a host molecule that is 
photoactive would allow for the controlled release of the guest molecule. The complexes 
synthesized in our lab are photoactive and the trimeric structure formed by [Fe3(3,5-diCl-Sal-
AHA)3(µ3-OCH3)]
- has potential to act as a host molecule in host-guest chemistry.  
 The cavity seen within our complex is similar to other host-guest compounds that have 
been synthesized. Being able to exchange the methoxy bridge within the cavity for a hydroxy 
group gives a place for the guest to interact. The Fe(III) complex of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA forms 
the cavity-containing trimeric complex and would give three extra points for a guest to interact. 
Guest ions could include a metal cation that can incorporate through O2- coordination, or an 
anion that can interact through H-bonding. This could lead to the synthesis of different 
heterometallic complexes. The interactions of the guest ions with the host complex could affect 
the photochemistry of the host. 
 
Figure 4-19: Structure of 
Calix[4]arene4 
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APPENDIX B: MS of 2,x-diOH-Sal-AHA 
 
 
Figure 4B-1: Postitive ion ESI-MS of 2,4-diOH-Sal-AHA 
L – H
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Figure 4B-2: Negative ion ESI-MS of 2,5-diOH-Sal-AHA 
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Figure 4B-3: Positive ion ESI-MS of 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future 
Directions 
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 The overall goal of this project was to correlate different aspects of the chelate to the 
structure and the photochemistry of the Fe(III) complexes. Understanding the photochemical 
reaction of the Fe(III) complexes was another goal for this project. In order to accomplish this, 
synthesis of a series of structurally diverse, photoresponsive chelates whose properties can be 
adjusted through different ligand designs was undertaken. 
 In Chapter 2, we learned more about the photochemistry of the previously synthesized X-
Sal-AHA complexes, specifically the photochemical reactivity and the photolysis mechanism. 
The quantum yields of the different derivatives of the X-Sal-AHA complexes were calculated 
and the photoproducts of the reaction were established. The more electron-withdrawing 
substituents were more reactive than the electron-donating substituents. The electron-
withdrawing substituents lower the electron density around the iron, allowing for the reaction to 
occur more easily. Understanding the effect of different ancillary groups will allow for control of 
the release of the metal. The photolysis products lead to an understanding of the mechanism of 
the photoreaction. In natural marine siderophores, two forms of photoproducts are observed. One 
type undergoes a single decarboxylation, while the second undergoes more extensive cleavage. 
The reactivity of our complexes in light suggests that the difference in reactivity of the different 
siderophores is not due to a different initial photochemical reaction but a difference in the 
subsequent reaction. The difference in the subsequent photochemical reaction which allows for 
the more extensive cleavage may be biologically important in siderophores. 
In Chapter 3, we determined different chelate aspects that effect the structure and 
photochemical reactivity of the complexes. One fewer methylene groups present between the 
phenolate and the AHA produced a monomeric complex and considerably reduced the 
photoreactivity. This is due either to the photolysis reaction preferring to reduce two Fe(III) for 
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every one ligand cleaved or to the AHA not binding with the Fe(III), where the photolysis 
reaction occurs. Shifting the hydroxyl group to the β-carbon did not affect the structure but did 
reduce the photoreactivity. The replacement of the imine hydrogen with an additional methyl 
group did not affect the structure or photochemistry. Knowing how these small changes in the 
chelate affect the structure and photochemistry, we can adjust the design of the chelate 
depending on the application. 
In Chapter 4, we learned that the bridging methoxy group could be exchanged for other 
groups. We also learned how including potentially metal-binding groups on the phenolate ring 
could affect the structure and photochemistry depending on its position. The methoxy bridge can 
be exchanged without affecting the structure or the photochemistry of the Fe(III) complex. 
Including a second –OH group on the phenolate ring does not affect the formation of the trimeric 
structure unless a stronger metal-binding group is formed, such as the presence of the catechol in 
2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA. 
Together, the combined outcomes from the studies described in Chapters 2-4 have 
advanced our understanding of the different aspects of the chelates that affect the structure and 
photochemistry. The electron-withdrawing vs. –donating ability of the substituents on the 
phenolate ring can affect the photochemical reactivity of the complex. This will allow for small 
adjustments to be made in the photochemistry without affecting the structure. Small changes in 
the chelate can affect the structure as well as the photochemistry of the Fe(III) complexes. A 
monomeric structure will form when one fewer methylene group is present in the chelate.  These 
complexes are much less photoactive than the trimeric structure. This may be due to the 
preferred reaction occurring by reducing two Fe(III) for every one ligand cleaved. The absence 
of a second Fe(III) slows the reaction considerably. This understanding is important because it 
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will allow for the correlation of the chelates for specific applications. The photochemical 
reactivity of the complexes can be adjusted using different substituents on the phenolate ring.  
This dissertation also showed the initial work done to start the project in a new direction 
that involves host-guest chemistry. A second metal can be incorporated as a guest ion through 
coordination with the oxygen in the bridging hydroxide group or the metal-binding substituents 
on the phenolate ring. Heterometallic complexes are present within the active sites of proteins 
but have been difficult to duplicate in synthetic systems. Adding a second metal as a guest ion 
will produce a heterometallic complex. The unique structure of the complex indicates a possible 
host compound for host-guest chemistry. The –OCH3 bridge can be exchanged for a –OH group 
and new chelates were produced containing two hydroxyl groups on the phenolate ring to 
facilitate the incorporation of the guest ion. The new chelates formed a trimeric structure when 
complexed to Fe(III) similar to the trimeric structure formed with the 3,5-diCl-Sal-AHA chelate. 
A guest ion could be incorporated through the four hydroxyl groups available in the new 
chelates, three from the hydroxyl groups on the phenolates and one from the hydroxide bridge.  
These advances in our understanding of how small differences in the chelate can affect 
the photochemistry of the complexes allow for new directions to be pursued. The inclusion of 
potentially metal-binding substituents on the phenolate ring would also allow for the 
incorporation of guest ions. 
Photoactive host molecules are not common in host-guest chemistry. This will be useful 
in providing on demand release of guest ions by irradiating the complex with light. More work 
will be done to incorporate a guest molecule into the 2,x-diOH-Sal-AHA complex through H-
bonding and O2- coordination. 
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The limitations on the changes to the chelate that affect structure and photochemistry are 
better understood. The α-hydroxy group is important in the photochemical reactivity of the 
Fe(III) complexes and the number of Fe(III) present can affect the structure and photochemistry 
of the complex. This will allow for further modifications to the chelate to be made to adjust the 
photochemistry of the complex. The presence of a second –OH group on the phenolate ring does 
not affect the formation of the structure unless the new group provides a better Fe(III) binding 
site, as seen with the Fe(III) complex of 2,3-diOH-Sal-AHA, which has a catechol present. A 
new chelate with an amine group on the phenolate ring is currently being synthesized by 
Cameron Price, an undergraduate. This will allow the study of the effect of a different metal-
binding group on the phenolate ring.  
 The development of these new chelates has advanced our understanding of the 
photochemistry and structure of AHA-containing Fe(III) complexes. New chelates that include 
tripodal amines are being synthesized by other group members. The Fe(III) complexes of the 
chelates discussed in this dissertation are reactive in UV light but not very reactive in visible 
light. Similar chelates with an extended ring system will be synthesized to extend the 
photochemical reaction into the visible range. Transition metals other than iron are also being 
complexed with the X-Sal-AHA chelates to synthesized new photoactive complexes with 
different metals. The work reported in this dissertation combined with the new directions will 
provide significant insight into the manner in which a variety of chelate modifications can be 
used to change the structure and photochemistry of α-hydroxy acid complexes. 
 
 
